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Is it possible to 
make a flat 

word processed 
case 

interactive?

Absolutely, 
Virtual 

Patients are 
all the rage at 
the moment. 

Are you 
thinking of 
making your 

own or reusing?

I want to cover 
topics that 

aren’t included 
in lectures

So I would like 
to write our 
own patient 

cases

They need to be 
realistic, personal 

and encourage 
clinical reasoning

Medical education

5 years undergraduate curriculum

Approximately 270 students per year

Storyboard, book actors, film…

Year 4 GP
Year 3 Nurses
Interprofessional
Stroke Patient

Year 3
Microbiology

Years 1 & 2
Clinical Skills

Year 3
Ophthalmology

“... road testing what it is like to be a GP”

“Good practise run in preparation for real practice”

“Good rehearsal for the real thing”

“This is a good way of using e-learning. So often is just e-delivery -
files on the web. Ability to interact and get feedback - just great!”

“... scenarios in a realistic social setting”

“Visual files and images cemented my learning”

“Able to get a sense of a whole patient experience and not bite size 
pieces of information”

“Opportunity to review real life examples”

“Made me think of the whole patient experience”

“Easy to use and with instant feedback made a worthwhile learning 
experience”

“That answers were given to the questions...”

“It was a useful tool for thinking through a problem, assessing my 
own knowledge”

“Challenged me in a safe and constructive way” 

“Learn from mistakes”

• Yes: all of the cases are available across all five years 
and students can even look forward as well as 
looking back

• Yes: a key aspect of the virtual cases is that it 
provides an authentic situation with questions 
around real life actions/decision making to be made 
by qualified doctors 

• Instant feedback: MCQs are marked and an 
explanation of the correct answer is given. Open 
questions have an explanation of the correct answer

• Yes: the students can also print out a copy of their 
answers as they entered them, along with the 
correct answer and feedback as a pdf to keep for 
their own records 

• Feedback in the cases is instant

• The cases are available before, during and after the 
module so learning experiences are always open 
and available to allow the student to redo/revisit as 
often as they wish

• The students do not get an overall mark

• Students develop clinical reasoning skills (i.e. ability 
to assimilate clinical data and making diagnostic and 
therapeutic decisions) 

• Students self-assess throughout the cases. In 
addition, some cases have a reflective element at 
the end, which they have to submit, summing up 
their learning from the case eg “What did you 
learn?”, “What will you do differently?”

• Multimedia learning is increasingly being used in 
medical education

• Cognitive theory of multimedia learning suggests 
that learning can be made more meaningful by 
using multisensory stimulus: 

– verbal learning (text, spoken word)

– pictorial learning (diagrams, video, photographs)

• Real patient learning (RPL) is central to the 
progression of medical students into the next 
generation of doctors

• RPL allows students to bridge their theoretical 
knowledge with actual clinical experience

• Multimedia learning provides the opportunity to 
provide multisensory stimulus to enhance student 
learning

• Ability to bring disparate topics together

Also, we can 
bring cross 

module topics 
together in a 
real situation

This all sounds 
great but how is 

it relevant to 
non-healthcare 

teachers?

The basic 
concept suits any 

work based 
problem

You could use 
the QUB 
elearning

templates or 
PowerPoint

Create

Share

Reuse

Adapt

Create the case by pulling together each 
multimedia element in an authoring package –
we used Riverside, but the eLearning Templates 
or even PowerPoint would do.

The cases are made 
available in the 

Medical Education 
Portal for students
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